
Reimagine & Recreate
Success with Hybrid Teams
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82% of employees will opt to 
work with flexibility according
to Gartner.
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So what really
are Hybrid Teams?
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In Hybrid workplaces, 
some companies might 
allow every employee the 
flexibility to work on-site 
and remotely part of the 
week. Others might have 
employees working either 
full-time remote or full-time 
on-site. And then, there 
would be those which 
allow a combo of the two.

Some employees
work on-site 
and others 
work remotely

The best
of both
worlds

All employees
work on-site

for part of the
week and the
rest remotely
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But, what works for
Remote / On-site teams 
won’t work for Hybrid!
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Here are 5 actionable steps on 
Reimagining Success with Hybrid teams
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Reimagine Tasks & Activities - Focus on Outcomes

Reimagine Meetings - Get Agile

Reimagine Goal Achievement - Prioritize Bigger & Better

Reimagine Team Management - Emote, don’t just Remote

Reimagine your Reviews 
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Step
#1 Reimagine Tasks & Activities

 Organize tasks and outcomes around business themes, not structures 

 Create squads around themes like reducing churn, increasing market share
   and creating new portfolios

 Ensure each squad is represented by Product,
   Marketing, Sales, Customer Success to
   plan goals and outcomes together

 Align each squad to move a success metric 

 Assign owners for every activity and milestone

New
plans
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Step
#2 Reimagine Meetings

 Plan an ‘agile’ meeting structure

 Dedicate 15 minutes a week to check-in on outcome progress 

 Focus on outcomes, not checking off activities

 Increase collaboration by calling out
   blockers and addressing key
   dependencies
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Step
#3 Reimagine Progress achieving Goals

Whether you work Hybrid or in office, you have your Goals & Aspirations defined,
but phew! That daunting task is prioritizing how to achieve them…

 Pick Customer Value metrics over vanity metrics (may look great
   to VCs, but may not get you far)

 Make them aspirational, but not unrealistic

 Pick more metrics which can be controlled week on week , don’t wait
   for months and quarters to know end results

 Approach it with collaboration: where teams pick and
   choose their priorities
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Step
#4 Reimagine Team Management

Whether working remote or hybrid, the key is to help your teams emote, and
here’s how - 

 Have team members indicate their confidence on achieving their
   priorities and tasks.

 Get into the trenches to coach teams when they feel they’re losing it. 

 Record early wins, initiatives and learnings. 

 Celebrate new experiments, success and most importantly failures!
   

Let teams get over the fear of failure and focus on the bigger picture!
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Step
#5 Reimagine your Reviews

As a busy executive, a 5 second view of
the below should give you powerful insights 

 Overall goal progress 

 At risk activities, tasks and priorities

 Lagging & leading teams 

 Blockers to goal achievement

 Overall confidence on achieving outcomes
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Losing sleep on
Managing… Oops. 
Reimagining these?
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Get onto OKRs and sleep well!

With OKRs

Drive Focus

Align teams 
cross-functionally
& bi-directionally

Track how teams’
progress

contributes
to Outcomes 

Let teams emote
& communicate on

progress / setbacks
with weekly
check-ins

Review,
Communicate &

make quicker
decisions with

automated reviews

+CFRs
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We are team Fitbots. We love OKRs! 

 With over 40,000 OKRs crafted on our platform & 8000+ OKR Coaching hours, 
   we certainly know OKRs!  

 Our Founding team has over 30 years of collective experience, and coached
   over 450 teams on OKRs 

 Trusted partners to 100s of CXOs Globally, we help companies get OKRs right.

 And, we are so much more than just an OKRs Software! With our On Demand
   OKRs Coaches you are ensure of a stress free OKRs rollout anytime and every
   time.



Call us for a 30 min free
consultation on OKRs

+1 201 282 5734 
OR   Start a Free Trial !

https://fitbots.com/try-it-free

